Down With Determinants!
Sheldon Axler

1. INTRODUCTION.Ask anyone why a square matrixof complex numbershas
an eigenvalue, and you'll probablyget the wrong answer,which goes something
like this: The characteristicpolynomial of the matrix which is defined via
determinants has a root (by the fundamentaltheoremof algebra);this root is an
eigenvalueof the matrix.
What's wrong with that answer? It depends upon determinants,that's what.
Determinantsare difficult,non-intuitive,and often definedwithoutmotivation.As
we'll see, there is a better proof one that is simpler, clearer, provides more
insight,and avoidsdeterminants.
This paper will show how linear algebracan be done better without determinants.Withoutusing determinants,we will define the multiplicityof an eigenvalue
and prove that the number of eigenvalues, counting multiplicities,equals the
dimensionof the underlyingspace. Withoutdeterminants,we'll define the characteristic and minimal polynomialsand then prove that they behave as expected.
Next, we will easily prove that every matrixis similarto a nice upper-triangular
one. Turningto inner productspaces, and still without mentioningdeterminants,
we'll have a simple proof of the finite-dimensionalSpectralTheorem.
Determinants are needed in one place in the undergraduatemathematics
curriculum:the change of variablesformulafor multi-variableintegrals.Thus at
the end of this paper we'll reviveN
determinants,but not with any of the usual
abstrusedefinitions.We'll define the determinantof a matrixto be the productof
its eigenvalues(countingmultiplicities).This easy-to-rememberdefinitionleads to
the usual formulas for computing determinants.We'll derive the change of
variablesformulafor multi-variableintegralsin a fashion that makes the appearance of the determinantthere seem natural.
A few friendswho use determinantsin their researchhave expressedunease at
the title of this paper. I know that determinantsplay an honorablerole in some
areas of research,and I do not mean to belittle their importancewhen they are
indispensable.But most mathematiciansand most students of mathematicswill
have a clearer understandingof linear algebra if they use the determinant-free
approachto the basic structuretheorems.
The theorems in this paper are not new; they will alreadybe familiarto most
readers.Some of the proofs and definitionsare new, althoughmany parts of this
approach have been around in bits and pieces, but without the attention they
deserved. For example, at a recent annual meeting of the AMS and MAA, I
looked througheverylinear algebratext on display.Out of over fifty linear algebra
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texts offered for sale, only one obscure book gave a determinant-freeproof that
eigenvaluesexist, and that book did not manage to develop other key parts of
linear algebrawithout determinants.The anti-determinantphilosophyadvocated
in this paper is an attemptto counterthe undeserveddominanceof determinantdependentmethods.
This paper focuses on showing that determinantsshould be banished from
muchof the theoreticalpart of linear algebra.Determinantsare also useless in the
computationalpart of linear algebra. For example, Cramer's rule for solving
systems of linear equations is already worthless for 10 x 10 systems, not to
mention the much larger systems often encountered in the real world. Many
computer programsefficiently calculate eigenvaluesnumerically none of them
uses determinants.To emphasize the point, let me quote a numerical analyst.
Henry Thacher, in a review (SIAMNews, September 1988) of the TurboPascal
NumericalMethodsToolbox,writes,
I find it hardto conceiveof a situationin whichthe numericalvalue of a determinantis needed:
Cramer'srule, becauseof its inefficiency,is completelyimpractical,while the magnitudeof the
determinantis an indicationof neither the conditionof the matris nor the accuracyof the
solution.

2. EIGENVALUESAND EIGENVIECTORS.
The basic objects of study in linear
algebracan be thoughtof as either linear transformationsor matrices.Because a
basis-freeapproachseems more natural,this paperwill mostlyuse the languageof
linear transformations;readerswho prefer the languageof matrices should have
no troublemakingthe appropriatetranslation.The term linearoperatorwill mean
a linear transformationfrom a vector space to itself; thus a linear operator
correspondsto a squarematrwix
(assumingsome choice of basis).
Notationused throughoutthe paper:n denotes a positiveinteger, V denotes an
n-dimensionalcomplex vector space, T denotes a linear operator on V, and I
denotes the identityoperator.
A complex number A is called an eigenvalueof T if T-AI is not injective.
Here is the central result about eigenvalues, with a simple proof that avoids
determinants.
Theorem2.1. Everylinearoperatoron a finite-dimensional
complexvectorspacehas
an eigenvalue.
Proof: To show that T (our linear operator on V) has an eigenvalue, fix any
non-zero vector v E V. The vectors v, Tv,T2v, . . ., Tnv cannot be linearlyindependent, because V has dimensionn and we have n + 1 vectors.Thus there exist
complexnumbersaO,. . ., an, not all 0, such that
aOv + alEv

+ *T +anTnv

= O.

Make the a's the coefficients of a polynomial,which can be written in factored
form as
aO + alz

+ *0

+anzn

= C(Z-t1)

*Z (Z - rm)

where c is a non-zerocomplexnumber,each rj is complex,and the equationholds
for all complex z. We then have
O = (aOI + alT + * * * +anTn)v

= c(T-r1I)
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which means that T-rjI
an eigenvalue.

is not injectivefor at least one j. In other words, T has
o

Recall that a vector v E V is called an eigenvector
of T if Tv = Av for some
eigenvalue A. The next proposition which has a simple, determinant-freeproof
- obviouslyimpliesthat the numberof distincteigenvaluesof T cannotexceed the
dimensionof V.
Proposition2.2. Non-zero
eigenvectors
corresponding
to distincteigenvalues
of Tare
linearlyindependent.

Proof:Suppose that v1,. . . ,vm are non-zero eigenvectorsof T correspondingto
distinct eigenvalues A1,...,Am. We need to prove that v1,...,vm are linearly
independent.To do this, suppose a1, . . ., am are complexnumberssuch that
alvl

+

*-r

+amUm

°

Apply the linear operator(T- A2I)(T- A3I) *Uv(T-AmI) to both sides of the
equationabove, getting
a1(Al-A2)(A1-A3)

***(A1-Am)v1 = 0.

Thus a1 = 0. In a similarfashion,aj = Ofor each j, as desired.

O

3. GENERATS7,F1)
EIGENVECTORS.Unfortunately,the eigenvectorsof T need
not span V. For example,the linear operatoron c2 whose matrixis
[0

1

L°
has only one eigenvalue,namely 0, and its eigenvectorsform a one-dimensional
subspaceof C2. We will see, however,that the generalizeddigenvectors(defined
below) of T alwaysspan V.
A vector v E V is called a generalized
elgenvector
of T if
(T-AI)kv

=0

for some eigenvalue A of T and some positive integer k. Obviously,the set of
generalizedeigenvectorsof T correspondingto an eigenvalueA is a subspaceof V.
The following lemma shows that in the definition of generalized eigenvector,
instead of allowingan arbitrarypower of T- AI to annihilate v, we could have
restricted attention to the nth power where n equals the dimension of V. As
usual, ker is an abbreviationfor kernel (the set of vectors that get mapped0).

Lemma3.1. Theset of generalized
eigenvectors
of T corresponding
to an eigenvalue
A equalsker(T-AI)n.
Proof:Obviously,everyelement of ker(T - AI)n is a generalizedeigenvectorof T
correspondingto A. To prove the inclusion in the other direction, let v be a
generalized eigenvector of T corresponding to A. We need to prove that
(T-AI)nV = O.Clearly,we can assume that v + 0, so there is a smallest nonnegative integer k such that (T- AI)kV = 0. We will be done if we show that
k < n. This will be provedby showingthat
v, (T-AI)v, (T-AI)2v, . . ., (T-AI)k
1995]
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are linearly independentvectors; we will then have k linearly independent eleB
ments in an n-dimensionalspace, which implies that k < n.
To prove the vectors in (3.2) are linearlyindependent,suppose aO,. . ., ak_1 are
complexnumberssuch that
aOv+al(

T-AI)

V+***+ak_l(T-AI)k

1V=

O.

(3.3)

Apply(T-AI)k-1 to both sides of the equationabove,getting a0(T-AI)k-lD0, which impliesthat aO= 0. Now apply(T - AI)k-2 to both sides of (3.3), getting
a1(T - AI)k-1v - 0, which implies that a1 = 0. Continuingin this fashion,we see
that aj-O for each j, as desired.
O
The next result is the key tool we'll use to give a descriptionof the structureof a
linear operator.
Proposition3.4. Thegeneralizedeigenzsectors
of T span V.
Proof: The proof will be by induction on n, the dimensionof V. Obviously,the
result holds when n-1.
Suppose that n > 1 and that the result holds for all vector spaces of dimension
less than n. Let A be any eigenvalueof T (one exists by Theorem 2.1). We first
show that
V=ker(T-

AI) fE3ran(T- AI) ;
V1

(3.5)

V2

here, as usual, ran is an abbreviationfor range.To prove (3.5), suppose v E V1n
V2. Then (T-AI)nv = 0 and there exists u E V such that (T-AI)nu = v.
Applying(T-AI)n to both sides of the last equation,we have (T-AI)2nu = 0.
This implies that (T-AI)nu = 0 (by Lemma3.1), which implies that v = 0. Thus
z1 n V2= {0}.

(3.6)

Because V1 and V2 are the kernel and range of a linear operatoron V, we have
dim V = dim V1+ dim V2.

(3.7)

Equations(3.6) and (3.7) imply(3.5).
Note that V1+ {0} (because A is an eigenvalue of T), and thus dim V2 < n.
Furthermore,because T commuteswith (T- AI)n,we easily see that T maps V2
into V2. By our inductionhypothesis,V2 is spanned by the generalizedeigenvectors of Tlr2, each of which is obviously also a generalized eigenvector of T.
Everythingin V1 is a generalized eigenvector of T, and hence (3.5) gives the
desiredresult.
[]
A nice corollaryof the last propositionis that if 0 is the only eigenvalueof T,
then T is nilpotent (recall that an operatoris called nilpotentif some power of it
equals 0). Proof: If 0 is the only eigenvalue of T, then every vector in V is a
generalized eigenvectorof T correspondingto the eigenvalue 0 (by Proposition
3.4); Lemma3.1 then implies that Tn_ 0.
Non-zero eigenvectorscorrespondingto distinct eigenvaluesare linearlyindependent (Proposition2.2). We need an analogousresultwith generalizedeigenvectors replacingeigenvectors.This can be proved by followingthe basic pattern of
the proof of Proposition2.2, as we now do.
142
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Proposition3.8. Non-zerogeneralized
eigenvectors
corresponding
to distincteigenvaluesof T arelinearlyindependent.

Proof:Suppose that vl, . . ., vmare non-zero generalizedeigenvectorsof T correspondingto distincteigenvaluesA1,. . ., Am.We need to prove that v1,. . ., vmare
linearly independent.To do this, suppose a1,. . ., am are complex numberssuch
that
a 1V 1

+

*

+

a mvm

O .

Let k be the smallestpositiveintegersuch that (T - A1I)ksl = 0. Applythe linear
operator

(T-A1I)k 1(T-A2I)n ***( T-A I)n
to both sides of (3.9), getting

al(T-AlI)k

1(T-A2I)

* (T-AmI) vl = O,
(3.10)
where we have used Lemma3.1. If we rewrite(T-A2I)n ***(T-AmI)n in (3.10)
as
((T-A1I)

+ (A1 -A2) I)

**((T-A1I) + (A1-Am) I)

S

and then expandeach ((T - A1I) + (A1 - Aj)I)n using the binomialtheorem and
multiplyeverythingtogether,we get a sum of terms. Except for the term
(A1-A2)
* (A1-Am) IS
each term in this sum includes a power of (T - A1I), which when combinedwith
the (T - A1I)k-l on the left and the v1 on the rightin (3.10) gives 0. Hence (3.10)
becomes the equation
al(Al-A2)
***(A1-Am) (T-A1I)k 1vl = O.
Thus a1 = 0. In a similarfashion,aj = Ofor each j, as desired.

o

Now we can pull everythingtogether into the followingstructuretheorem. Part
(b) allowsus to interpreteach linear transformationappearingin parts(c) and (d)
as a linear operatorfrom Ujto itself.
Theorem 3.11. Let A1,. . ., Ambe the distincteigenvalues
of T, with U1,. . ., Um
denotingthecorresponding
setsof generalized
eigenvectors.
Then
(a) V= U1 @ *@ @ Um;
(b) T mapseachUjintoitself;

(c) each(T-AjI ) Iujis nilpotent;
(d) eachTlujhasonlyoneeigenvalue,
namelyAj.
Proof:The proof of (a) follows immediatelyfrom Propositions3.8 and 3.4.
To prove (b), suppose v E Uj.Then (T-AjI)kv = 0 for some positive integer
k. We have

(T-AjI)kEv = T(T-AjI)kv = T(O)= O.
Thus Tv E Uj,as desired.
The proof of (c) follows immediately from the definition of a generalized
eigenvectorand Lemma3.1.
1995]
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To prove (d), let A' be an eigenvalue of Tlui with correspondingnon-zero
eigenvectorv E Uj.Then (T-AjI)v = (A'-Aj)v, and hence
(T-AjI)kv = (A'-A )kV
for each positive integer k. Because v is a generalizedeigenvectorof T correspondingto Aj,the left-handside of this equationis 0 for some k. Thus A'= Aj, as
O
desired.
4. THE MINIMALPOLYNOMIAL.Because the space of linear operatorson V is
finite dimensional,there is a smallestpositive integer k such that
I,T,T2,

Tk

are not linearly independent. Thus there exist unique complex numbers
aO,. . ., ak_1 such that
aOI + alT + a2T2 + * * * ak_lTk-l

+ Tk = O.

The polynomial
aO +

alz

+

a2z2

+

* * * ak_lZk-l

Zk

+

is called the minimalpolynomialof T. It is the monic polynomialp of smallest
degree such that p(T)= 0 (a monicpolynomialis one whose term of highest
degree has coefficient 1).
The next theorem connects the minimalpolynomialto the decompositionof V
as a direct sum of generalizedeigenvectors.
Theorem4.1. Let A11
. . . SAmbethedistincteigenvalues
of T, let Ujdenotethesetof
generalized
eigenvectors
corresponding
to Aj, and let agjbe the smallestpositive
integersuchthat(T-AjI)iv = Ofor everyv E Uj.Let

p(z) = (z-A1) 1 * *(z _ Am)m.

(4.2)

Then
(a) p is theminimal
polynomial
of T;
(b) p hasdegreeat mostdim V;
multipleof p.
(c) if q is a polynomial
suchthatq(T) = O,thenq is a polynomial
Proof:We will prove first (b), then (c), then (a).
To prove (b), note that each agjis at most the dimensionof Uj(by Lemma3.1
applied to TlUi).Because V= U1@ *@ @ Um(by Theorem 3.11(a)), the agj'scan
add up to at most the dimensionof V. Thus (b) holds.
To prove(c), suppose q is a polynomialsuch that q(T) = O.If we showthat q is
a polynomialmultipleof each (z - Aj)i, then (c) will hold. To do this, fix j. The
polynomialq has the form

q(z) = c(z - r1) l ** (z

_

rM)

M(Z

-

Aj),

where c E C, the rk's are complex numbers all different from Aj, the Ak'Sare
positiveintegers,and 8 is a non-negativeinteger.If c = 0, we are done, so assume
that c + 0. Suppose v E Uj.Then (T-AjI)8v is also in Uj(by Theorem3.11(b)).
Now
c(T-r1I)8l
144
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and (T-r1I)6l ***(T-rMI)8M is injective on Uj (by Theorem 3.11(d)). Thus
(T - AjI)8s = O. Because v was an arbitraryelement of Uj, this implies that
s}j < b. Thus q is a polynomialmultipleof (z-Aj)j, and (c) holds.
To prove (a), suppose v is a vector in some Uj. If we commute the terms of
(T-A1I)l
**- (T- AmI)m (which equals p(T)) so that (T-AjI)i
is on the
right, we see that p(T)v = O. Because U1,. . ., Umspan V (Theorem3.11(a)),we
concludethat p(T) = O.In other words, p is a monic E>olynomial
that annihilates
T. We know from (c) that no monic polynomialof lower degree has this property.
Thus p mustbe the minimalpolynomialof T, completingthe proof.
O
Note that by avoidingdeterminantswe have been naturallyled to the description of the minimalpolynomialin terms of generalizedeigenvectors.
5. MULTIPLICITY
AND THE CHARACTERISTIC
POLYNOMSAL.
The multiplicity of an eigenvalue A of T is defined to be the dimension of the set of
generalizedeigenvectorsof T correspondingto A. We see immediatelythat the
sum of the multiplicitiesof all eigenvalues of T equals n, the dimension of V
(from Theorem 3.11(a)). Note that the definition of multiplicitygiven here has a
clear connectionwith the geometricbehaviorof T, whereasthe usual definition(as
the multiplicityof a root of the polynomial det(zI- T)) describes an object
withoutobviousmeaning.
Let A1,. . ., Amdenote the distinct eigenvaluesof T, with correspondingmultiplicities ,lS1,. . ., pm. The polynomial
(-Al)l

*-- (z-A

)X3m

(5.1)

is called the characteristic
polynomialof T. Clearly,it is a polynomialof degree n.
Of course the usual definition of the characteristicpolynomial involves a
determinant;the characteristicpolynomialis then used to prove the existence of
eigenvalues.Without mentioningdeterminants,we have reversedthat procedure.
We first showed that T has n eigenvalues,countingmultiplicities,and then used
that to give a more naturaldefinitionof the characteristicpolynomial('4counting
multiplicities"means that each eigenvalue is repeated as many times as its
multiplicity).
The next result is called the Cayley-HamiltonTheorem. With the approach
taken here, its proof is easy.
Theorem5.2. Let q denotethe characteristic
polynomialof T. Thenq(T) = O.
Proof: Let Uj and CXj
be as in Theorem4.1, and let /3j equal the dimensionof Uj.
As we noted earlier,(Xj< /3j(by Lemma3.1 appliedto TlUj).Hence the characteristic polynomial(5.1) is a polynomialmultiple of the minimal polynomial(4.2).
Thus the characteristicpolynomialmust annihilateT.
O
6. UPPERTRLiNGULARFORM. A squarematrixis called upper-triangular
if all
the entriesbelow the main diagonalare 0. Our next goal is to show that each linear
operatorhas an upper-triangular
matrixfor some choice of basis. We'll begin with
nilpotentoperators;our main structuretheoremwill then easily give the result for
arbitrarylinear operators.
1995]
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I*mma6.1. SupposeT is nilpotent.Thenthereis a basisof V withrespectto which
thematrixof T containsonlyO'son andbelowthemaindiagonal.
Proof:First choose a basis of ker T. Then extend this to a basis of ker-T2.Then
extend to a basis of ker T3. Continuein this fashion, eventuallygetting a basis of
V. The matrixof T with respectto this basis clearlyhas the desiredform.
[1
By avoidingdeterminantsand focusingon generalizedeigenvectors,we can now
give a simpleproof that everylinear operatorcan be put in upper-triangular
form.
We actuallyget a better result, because the matrixin the next theorem has many
more 0's than requiredfor upper-triangular
form.
Theorem6.2. LetA11
. . . SAmbe thedistincteigenvalues
of T. Thenthereis a basisof

V withrespectto whichthematrixof T has theform
A1

*

O
O

A1
A2

*
.

O

A2

Am

*
*

O

.

Am

Proof:This followsimmediatelyfromTheorem3.11 and Lemma6.1.

o

For many traditionaluses of the Jordanform, the theorem above can be used
instead. If Jordanform reallyis needed, then manystandardproofs show (without
determinants)that everynilpotentoperatorcan be put in Jordanform. The result
for general linear operatorsthen follows from Theorem3.11.
7. THE SPECTRiL THEOREM.In this section we assume that <, > is an inner
product on V. The nicest linear operatorson V are those for which there is an
orthonormalbasis of V consistingof eigenvectors.With respect to any such basis,
the matrix of the linear operator is diagonal, meaning that it is 0 everywhere
except along the main diagonal,which must containthe eigenvalues.The Spectral
Theorem,whichwe'll prove in this section, describespreciselythose linear operators for which there is an orthonormalbasis of V consistingof eigenvectors.
Recall that the adjointof T is the unique linear operator T* on V such that

<Tu,v> = <u,T*v>
for all u, v E V. The linear operator T is called nortnalif T commuteswith its
adjoint;in other words,T is normalif TT*= T*T. The linearoperatorT is called
self-adjoint
if T= T*. Obviously,every self-adjointoperatoris normal.We'll see
146
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that the normal operatorsare preciselythe ones that can be diagonalizedby an
orthonormalbasis. Before provingthat, we need a few preliminaryresults. Note
that the next lemma is trivialif T is self-adjoint.

Lemma7.1. If T is normal,thenker T = ker T*.
Proof:If T is normaland v E V, then
<Tu,Tv>= (T*Tv,v> = <TT*v,v> = <T*v,T*v>.
O

Thus Tu = Oif and only if T* v = O.

The next proposition,combinedwith our result that the generalizedeigenvectors of a linear operator span the domain (Proposition 3.4), shows that the
eigenvectorsof a normaloperatorspan the domain.

is an eigenvector
of a normaloperator
eigenvector
Proposition7.2. Everygeneralized
of theoperator.
Proof:Suppose T is normal.We will prove that
ker Tk = ker T

(7.3)

for every positive integer k. This will complete the proof of the proposition,
because we can replace T in (7.3) by T - AI for arbitraryA E C.
We prove (7.3) by inductionon k. Clearly,the result holds for k = 1. Suppose
now that k is a positive integer such that (7.3) holds. Let v E ker Tk+1.Then
T(Tkv)= Tk+1v= O. In other words, Tkv E ker T, and so T*(Tkv)= O (by
Lemma7.1). Thus
O=(T*(Tkv),Tk-1v)

= <Tkv Tkv>

Hence v E ker Tk, which implies that v E ker T (by our induction hypothesis).
O
Thus ker Tk+1= ker T, completingthe induction.
The last proposition, together with Proposition 3.4, implies that a normal
operatorcan be diagonalizedby some basis. The next propositionwill be used to
show that this can be done by an orthonormalbasis.

to distincteigenof a normaloperatorcorresponding
Proposition7.4. Eigenvectors
valuesareorthogonal.
Proof:Suppose T is normal and ce,A are distinct eigenvaluesof T, with corresponding eigenvectors u,v. Thus (T-AI)v = O, and so (T*-AI)v = O (by
Lemma 7.1). In other words, v is also an eigenvectorof T*, with eigenvalue A.
Now
(a-A)<u,

v) = <cgu,v>-<u,

Av>

= <Tu,v>-<u,T*v>
= <Tu,v>-<Tu,v>
= O.

Thus <u, v > = O,as desired.
1995]
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Now we can put everythingtogether, getting the finite-dimensionalSpectral
Theoremfor complexinner productspaces.
Theorem7.5. Thereis an orthonormalbasis of V consistingof eigenvectorsof T if
and only if T is normal.
Proof: To provethe easy direction,first supposethat there is an orthonormalbasis
of V consistingof eigenvectorsof T. With respect to that basis, T has a diagonal
matrix.The matrixof T* (with respect to the same basis) is obtainedby takingthe
conjugatetransposeof the matrixof T; hence T* also has a diagonalmatrix.Any
two diagonalmatricescommute.Thus T commuteswith T*, whichmeans that T is
normal.
To prove the other direction,now suppose that T is normal.For each eigenvalue of T, choose an orthonormalbasis of the associatedset of eigenvectors.The
union of these bases (one for each eigenvalue)is still an orthonormalset, because
eigenvectorscorrespondingto distinct eigenvaluesare orthogonal(by Proposition
7.4). The span of this union includeseveryeigenvectorof T (by construction),and
hence everygeneralizedeigenvectorof T (by Proposition7.2). But the generalized
eigenvectorsof T span V (by Proposition3.4), and so we have an orthonormal
O
basis of V consistingof eigenvectorsof T.
The propositionbelow will be needed in the next section, when we prove the
SpectralTheoremfor real inner productspaces.
Proposition7.6. Everyeigenvalueof a self-adjointoperatoris real.
Proof: Suppose T is self-adjoint.Let A be an eigenvalue of T, and let v be a
non-zerovector in V such that Tv = Av.Then
A||vll2 = <Av,v > = <Tv, v > = <v , Tv> = <v , Av> = A||v112.
Thus A = A,whichmeans that A is real, as desired.

C1

8. GE1YINGREAL. So far we have been dealingonlywith complexvector spaces.
As we'll see, a real vector space U can be embedded, in a natural way, in a
complexvector space called the complexificationof U. Each linear operatoron U
can be extended to a linear operator on the complexificationof U. Our results
about linear operators on complex vector spaces can then be translated to
information about linear operators on real vector spaces. Let's see how this
processworks.
Suppose that U is a real vector space. As a set, the complexificationof U,
denoted Uc, equals U x U. Formally,a typical element of Uc is an ordered pair
(u,v), where u, v E U, but we will write this as u + iv, for obvious reasons. We
define additionon Uc by
(U1

+

irl)

+

(U2

+

iv2)

=

(U1

+

U2)

+

i(Vl

+

v2).

The notationshows how we should define multiplicationby complexscalaron Uc:
(a + ib)(u + iv) = (au - bv) + i(av + bu)
for a, b E R and u, v E U. With these definitionsof additionand scalarmultiplication, Uc becomes a complexvector space. We can think of U as a subset of Uc
u E U with u + i0. Clearly,any basis of the real vector space U is
by identiiFying
148
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(Sc-AI)i(u

+ iv)

= O (Sc-AI)

(u-iv)

= ° (8.1)

also a basis of the complexvector space Uc. Hence the dimensionof U as a real
vector space equals the dimensionof Uc as a complexvector space.
For S a linear operator on a real vector space U, the complexificationof S,
denoted Sc, is the linear operatoron Uc defined by
Sc(u

+ iv) = Su + isV

for u, v E U. If we choose a basis of U and also think of it as a basis of Uc, then
clearlyS and Sc have the same matrixwith respect to this basis.
Note that any real eigenvalueof Sc is also an eigenvalueof S (becauseif a E R
and Sc(u + iv) = a(u + iv), then Su = au and Sv = av). Non-real eigenvaluesof
Sc come in pairs. More precisely,

for j a positiveinteger, A E C, and u, v E U, as is easilyprovedby inductionon j.
In particular,if A E C is an eigenvalueof Sc, then so is A, and the multiplicityof
A (recallthat this is defined as the dimensionof the set of generalizedeigenvectors
of Sc correspondingto A) is the same as the multiplicityof A.Because the sum of
the multiplicitiesof all the eigenvaluesof Sc equalsthe (complex)dimensionof Uc
(by Theorem 3.11(a)), we see that if Uc has odd (complex) dimension,then Sc
must have a real eigenvalue.Puttingall this together,we have provedthe following
theorem. Once again, a proof without determinantsoffers more insight into why
the result holds than the standardproof using determinants.

realvectorspacehas a
on an odd-dimensional
Theorem8.2. Everylinearoperator
realeigenvalue.
The minimal and characteristicpolynomialsof a linear operator S on a real
vector space are defined to be the correspondingpolynomialsof the complexification Sc. Both these polynomialshave real coefficients this follows from our
definitionsof minimaland characteristicpolynomialsand (8.1). The reader should
be able to derivethe propertiesof these polynomialseasilyfromthe corresponding
results on complexvector spaces (Theorems4.1 and 5.2).
Our procedurefor transferringresultsfromcomplexvector spaces to real vector
spaces can also be used to prove the real Spectral Theorem. To see how that
works,suppose now that U is a real inner productspace with inner product (, >.
We make the complexificationUc into a complexinner productspace by defining
an inner producton Uc in the obviousway:
(U1

+ irl,

U2 + iV2)

=

(U1,

U2)

+

(V1, V2)

+ i(Vl,

U2)-i(Ul,

V2).

Note that any orthonormalbasis of the real inner product space U is also an
orthonormalbasis of the complexinner productspace Uc.
If S is a self-adjointoperatoron U, then obviouslySc is self-adjointon Uc. We
can then applythe complexSpectralTheorem(Theorem7.5) to Sc and transferto
U, gettingthe real SpectralTheorem.The next theoremgivesthe formalstatement
of the result and the details of the proof.

on
Theorem8.3. SupposeU is a realinnerproductspaceandS is a linearoperator
of eigenvectors
of S if andonly
basisof U consisting
U. Thenthereis an orthonormal
if S is self-adjoint.
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To provethe easy direction,first supposethat there is an orthonormalbasis
of U consistingof eigenvectorsof S. With respect to that basis, S has a diagonal
matrix.Clearly,the matrixof Se (with respect to the same basis) equals the matrix
of S. Thus S is self-adjoint.
To prove the other direction, now suppose that S is self-adjoint.As noted
above, this implies that Sc is self-adjointon Uc. Thus there is a basis

Proof:

{u1 + iv1, . . *, un + isn}

(8.4)

of Uc consistingof eigenvectorsof Sc (by the complexSpectralTheorem,which is
Theorem 7.5); here each u; and rj is in U. Each eigenvalue of Sc is real
(Proposition7.6), and thus each Uj and each rj is an eigenvectorof S. Clearly,
{u1,vl,...,un,vn} spans U (because (8.4) is a basis of Uc). Conclusion:The
eigenvectorsof S span U.
For each eigenvalueof S, choose an orthonormalbasis of the associatedset of
eigenvectorsin U. The union of these bases (one for each eigenvalue) is still
orthonormal,because eigenvectorscorrespondingto distinct eigenvaluesare orthogonal(Proposition7.4). The span of this union includesevery eigenvectorof S
(by construction).We have just seen that the eigenvectorsof S span U, and so we
have an orthonormalbasis of U consistingof eigenvectorsof S, as desired.
C1
9. DElERMINANTS.At this stage we have proved most of the major structure
theoremsof linear algebrawithout even definingdeterminants.In this section we
will give a simple definition of determinants,whose main reasonable use in
undergraduatemathematicsis in the changeof variablesformulafor multi-variable
integrals.
The constant term of the characteristicpolynomialof T is plus or minus the
product of the eigenvaluesof T, counting multiplicity(this is obvious from our
definitionof the characteristicpolynomial).Let's look at some additionalmotivation for studyingthe productof the eigenvalues.
Supposewe want to knowhow to make a changeof variablesin a multi-variable
integralover some subsetof Rn.After linearization,this reducesto the questionof
how a linear operator S on Rn changes volumes. Let's consider the special case
where S is self-adjoint.Then there is an orthonormalbasis of Rn consistingof
eigenvectors of S (by the real Spectral Theorem, which is Theorem 8.3). A
moment's thought about the geometry of an orthonormalbasis of eigenvectors
shows that if E is a subset of Rn, then the volume (whateverthat means) of S(E)
must equal the volume of E multipliedby the absolutevalue of the productof the
eigenvaluesof S, countingmultiplicity.We'll prove later that a similarresult holds
even for non-self-adjointoperators.At any rate, we see that the product of the
eigenvaluesseems to be an interestingobject. An arbitrarylinear operator on a
real vector space need not have any eigenvalues,so we will returnto our familiar
settingof a linearoperator T on a complexvector space V. After gettingthe basic
results on complexvector spaces, we'll deal with real vector spaces by using the
notion of complexificationdiscussedearlier.
Now we are ready for the formal definition. The determinant
of T, denoted
det T, is defined to be the productof the eigenvaluesof T, countingmultiplicity.
This definitionwould not be possiblewith the traditionalapproachto eigenvalues,
because that method uses determinantsto prove that eigenvaluesexist. With the
techniques used here, we alreadyknow (by Theorem 3.11(a)) that T has dimV
eigenvalues,countingmultiplicity.Thus our simple definitionmakes sense.
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In addition to simplicity,our definition also makes transparentthe following
result,which is not at all obviousfrom the standarddefinition.
Theorem9.1. An operator
asinvertible
if andonlyif its determinant
is non-zero.

Proof:Clearly,T is invertibleif and only if Ois not an eigenvalueof T, and this
happensif and only if det T si 0.

O

With our definition of determinant and characteristicpolynomial, we see
lmmediatelythat the constant term of the characteristicpolynomialof T equals
(-l)n det T, where n = dimV. The next result shows that even more is true our
definitionsare consistentwith the usual ones.
Proposition9.2. Thecharacteristic
polyn,omaal
of T equalsdet(zI-T).

Proof:Let A1,.. ., Amdenote the eigenvaluesof T, with multiplicities,B1,. . .,wSm
Thus for z E C, the eigenvaluesof zI-T are z - A1,. . ., z-AmS with multiplicities ,l31,*vvZl3mX Hence the determinantof zI-T is the product
(z-A1)'

*--

(z-Am)m,

whichequalsthe characteristicpolynomialof T.

O

Note that determinantis a similarityinvariant.In other words, if S is an
invertiblelinear operator on V, then T and STS-1 have the same determinant
(because they have the same eigenvalues,countingmultiplicity).
We define the determinantof a square matrixof complex numbersto be the
determinantof the correspondinglinear operator(with respect to some choice of
basis, which doesn't matter, because two different bases give rise to two linear
operatorsthat are similarand hence have the same determinant).Fix a basis of V,
and for the rest of this section let's identify linear operatorson V with matrices
with respect to that basis. How can we find the determinantof T from its matrix,
without finding all the eigenvalues?Although getting the answerto that question
will be hard,the methodused below will show how someone mighthave discovered
the formulafor the determinantof a matrix.Even with the derivationthat follows,
determinantsare difficult,which is preciselywhy they should be avoided.
We begin our searchfor a formulafor the determinantby consideringmatrices
of a special form. Let al, . . ., an E C. Considera linear operator T whose matrix
iS
_

_

O

al

an

O

a2

°

;
an-1

(9 3)

0

here all entries of the matrix are O except for the upper right-handcorner and
along the line just below the main diagonal.Let's find the determinantof T. Note
that Tn= alS. . . SanI. Because the first columns of {I, T, . . . s Tn- l} are linearly
independent(assumingthat none of the aj is 0), no polynomialof degree less than
n can annihilateT. Thus zn - al *a- an iS the minimalpolynomialof T. Hence
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zn

_ al *** an iS also the characteristicpolynomialof T. Thus
det T = (-l)n

1a1 *** an.

(If some aj is 0, then clearly T is not invertible, so det T = O, and the same
formulaholds.)
Now let r be a permutationof {1, . . ., n}, and consider a matrix T whose jth
columnconsistsof all zeroes except for aj in the T(j)th row. The permutationr is
a product of cyclic permutations.Thus T is similar to (and so has the same
determinantas) a block diagonalmatrixwhere each block of size greaterthan one
has the form of (9.3). The determinantof a block diagonalmatrixis obviouslythe
productof the determinantsof the blocks, and we know from the last paragraph
how to compute those. Thus we see that det T = (signr)a1 *** an. To put this
into a formthat does not depend upon the particularpermutation, let ti j denote
the entryin row i, columnj, of T (so ti j = Ounless i = T(j)), and let P(n) denote
the set of all permutationsof {1, . . ., n}. Then
det T =

E

(sign Tr)t7r(l),l

(9 4)

* * * t(n), ns

r sP(n)

because each summandis Oexcept the one correspondingto the permutationr.
Considernow an arbitrarymatrixT with entries ti jvUsing the paragraphabove
as motivation,we guess that the formula for det T is given by (9.4). The next
propositionshows that this guess is correct and gives the usual formula for the
determinantof a matrix.
Proposition9.5. det(T) = LT E p(n)(signr)t(1) 1 *** t(n)

n-

Proof:Define a function d on the set of n x n matricesby
d(T) =

E

(sign)t(1)

l *** t(n) n.

FreP(n)

We want to prove that det T = d(T). To do this, choose S so that STS-1 is in the
upper triangularform given by Theorem6.2. Now d(STS-l) equals the productof
the entries on the main diagonalof STS-1 (because only the identitypermutation
makes a non-zero contributionto the sum defining d(STS-l)). But the entries on
the main diagonalof STS-1are preciselythe eigenvaluesof T, countingmultiplicity, so det T = d(STS-1).Thus to completethe proof,we need only show that d is
a similarityinvariant;then we will have det T = d(STS-l) = d(T).
To show that d is a similarityinvariant,first prove that d is multiplicative,
meaningthat d(AB) = d(A)d(B) for all n x n matricesA and B. The proof that
d is multiplicative,which will not be given here, consists of a straightforward
rearrangementof terms appearingin the formula defining d(AB) (see any text
that defines det(T) to be d(T) and then proves that det AB = (detA)(det B)).
The multiplicativityof d now leads to a proof that d is a similarityinvariant,as
follows:

d(STS-l) = d(ST)d(S-l) = d(S-l)d(ST) = d(S-lST) = d(T).
Thus det T = d(T), as claimed.

O

All the usual propertiesof determinantscan be proved either from the (new)
definition or from Proposition9.5. In particular,the last proof shows that det is
multiplicative
.
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The determinantof a linear operatoron a real vector space is defined to be the
determinant(product of the eigenvalues)of its complexification.Proposition9.5
holds on real as well as complexvector spaces.To see this, supposethat U is a real
vector space and S is a linear operatoron U. If we choose a basis of U and also
thinkof it as a basis of the complexificationUc, then S and its complexificationSc
have the same matrixwith respect to this basis. Thus the formulafor det S, which
by definitionequals det Sc, is given by Proposition9.5. In particular,det S is real.
The multiplicativityof det on linear operatorson a real vector space follows from
the correspondingpropertyon complex vector spaces and the multiplicativityof
complexification:(AB)C=AcBc whenever A and B are linear operators on a
real vector space.
The tools we've developed provide a naturalconnectionbetween determinants
and volumesin Rn.To understandthat connection,firstwe need to explainwhat is
meant by the square root of an operator times its adjoint.Suppose S is a linear
operatoron a real vector space U. If A is an eigenvalueof S8S and u E U is a
correspondingnon-zero eigenvector,then
A(u, u) = (Au, u) = (S8Su, u) = (Su, Su),
and thus A must be a non-negativenumber.Clearly,S8S is self-adjoint,and so
there is a basis of U consisting of eigenvectors of S8S (by the real Spectral
Theorem,which is Theorem 8.3). We can think of S8S as a diagonalmatrixwith
respect to this basis. The entries on the diagonal,namelythe eigenvaluesof S8S,
are all non-negative,as we have just seen. The squarerootof S8S, denoted ,
is the linear operator on U correspondingto the diagonal matrix obtained by
takingthe non-negativesquareroot of each entryof the matrixof S8S. Obviously,
shows that
= det(S8S) = (det Se )(det S) = (det S)2.

(det )

The next lemmaprovidesthe tool we will use to reduce the questionof volume
change by a linear operator to the self-adjoint case. It is called the polar
of an operatorS, because it resemblesthe polar decompositionof a
decomposition
and multiplicationby eio is an isometryon C (analogousto the isometricproperty
of A in the lemma).

Lemma9.6. Let S be a linearoperatoron a realinnerproductspaceU. Thenthere
A on U suchthatS = A.
existsa linearisometry
Proof:For u E U we have
llull

= (u,

In other words, llull=

u)

= (sesu,

u) - (su, su) = Ilsu112

IISull.Thus the function A defined on ran

by

Extend A to a linearisometryof U onto U by first extendingA to be any isometry
onto (ran S)1 (these two spaces have the same dimension,
of (ran)1
and then extend A to all of U by linearity (with the PythagoreanTheorem
showing that A is an isometryon all of U). The constructionof A shows that
cl
, as desired.
S=A
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But is self-adJ^oint?andwe alreadynoted at the beginningof this section that

NQW
we are ready to give a clean, illuminatingproof that a linear operator
changesvolumesby a factorof the absolutevalue of the determinant.We will not
formallydefine volume?but only use the obvious propertiesthat volume should
satisfy.In particular,the subsets E of Rn consideredin the theorembelow should
be restricted to whatever class the reader uses most comfortably(polyhedrons,
open setsSor measurablesets).
Theorem9.7. Let S be a linearoperatoron Rn.Then
vol S(E) = [det Sl vol E
for E c Rn.
Proof: Let S = A
be the polar decompositionof S as given by Lemma 9.6.
Let E c Rn. Because A is an isometry?it does not changevolumes.Thus
vol S(E) = vol A(;X(E))

= vol (

E) *

each self-adjointoperatorchangesvolume by a factor equal to the absolutevalue
of the determinant.Thus we have
vol S(E) = vol (E)
as desired.

= ldet |

vol E = IdetSl vol E,
D

10. CONCLUSION.As mathematiciansSwe often read a nice new proof of a
knowntheorem?enjoy the different approach?but continue to derive our internal
understandingfrom the method we originallylearned. This paper aims to change
drasticallythe way mathematiciansthink about and teach crucialaspects of linear
algebra.The simple proof of the existence of eigenvaluesgiven in Theorem 2.1
should be the one imprinted in our minds, written on our blackboards,and
publishedin our textbooks.Generalizedeigenvectorsshouldbecome a centraltool
for the understandingof linear operators.As we have seen, their use leads to
naturaldefinitionsof multiplicityand the characteristicpolynomial.Everymathematician and every linear algebra student should at least remember that the
generalizedeigenvectorsof an operatoralwaysspan the domain(Proposition3.4)
this crucial result leads to easy proofs of upper-triangularform (Theorem 6.2)
and the SpectralTheorem(Theorems7.5 and 8.3).
Determinantsappear in many proofs not discussedhere. If you scrutinizesuch
proofs, you?lloften discoverbetter alternativeswithout determinants.Down with
Determinantst
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Answer to Picture Puzzle
(p. 138)
Mary Ellen Rudin, in 1970.
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